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Appendix 5: Evidence Paper for Local Green Space and Protected
Village Amenity Areas
Within the villages of South Cambridgeshire there are undeveloped areas of land that need
to be protected from development as they are important to the amenity and character of
these rural settlements. In the Council’s existing plans such areas that are within villages
have been identified as Protected Village Amenity Areas (PVAA). The National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) introduced a new designation – Local Green Space (LGS) which
is for green areas of particular importance to local communities which once designated can
prevent new development. In preparing the new South Cambridgeshire Local Plan the
Council has considered both the existing policy for PVAAs as well as whether to introduce a
new policy for LGSs.
Issues and Options 1 Consultation 2012
In the Consultation Report the Council included both PVAAs and LGS as issues for which
questions were asked. PVAAs (Issue 37) received 99 representations supporting the
retention of the existing policy and LGS (Issue 38) had 65 supporting the idea of open
spaces being identified as LGS. This included 26 Parish Councils supporting PVAAs and 20
supporting LGSs.
The Council received a limited number of objections to these issues - 3 opposing PVAAs
and 2 opposing LGS. These respondents did not agree that both designations should be
included in a new Local Plan, considering it unnecessary duplication and that in order to
align with the NPPF that LGS should be the policy to have in the new Local Plan.
Comments were also made that the LGS is a matter to be determined by each local
community and not for the Local Plan to identify.
The consultation also asked whether any existing PVAAs in villages should be removed or
any new ones added and if any of the existing PVAAs should be included as LGS.
Respondents were also asked to suggest open space that should be identified as LGS. As a
result 27 villages either had new additional sites suggested or there were requests for
designations to be removed. This amounted to over 100 sites to be assessed.
Within the NPPF there is clear guidance as to when LGS designations should be used and
when such areas should be identified and what their lifetime is. These criteria were used to
assess the sites submitted to the Council during the Issues and Options 1 consultation (See
section below for more details about the methodology used). These sites were assessed to
see if they met the tests for both PVAAs and LGS – the main difference between these two
designations being that PVAAs can only be designated within a village framework.
Issues and Options 2 Consultation 2013
As a result of the assessment work 69 areas were proposed as potential green spaces and
were consulted upon in the Issues and Options 2 consultation (Issue 12) – 59 of these sites
met the Council’s tests for LGS using the NPPF criteria and the rest were green spaces
proposed by Parish Councils that did not fully meet the criteria for testing being used by the
Council. The consultation asked for comments on all the potential important green spaces
included in the consultation document.
As a result of the consultation 51 respondents supported all the important green spaces
included in the consultation. 8 objections were received from the owners of land being
proposed as LGS. Of the 10 sites that were consulted upon as Parish Council proposals 8
Parish Councils wished the green space within their parish to be re-considered as LGS to be
included in the local plan. Other sites rejected during the 2012 assessment process and
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therefore not included as specific options in the Issues and Options 2 consultation were
commented on by some respondents asking the Council to reconsider their assessment.
35 Parish Councils and 15 individuals or local organisations submitted additional sites for
consideration as Local Green Space (LGS). This resulted in over 200 sites being assessed
as a result of the 2013 consultation.
The Council provided two opportunities for sites to be submitted for consideration as LGS –
the first chance in the 2012 consultation and a second opportunity in the 2013 consultation
when Parish Councils were contacted specifically offering them the opportunity to consider
submitting sites and were given an extension to the February deadline.
Assessment criteria used for Local Green Space
As a result of both consultations some 270 sites have been considered for designation as
LGS. Following the site assessments carried out in 2012 the criteria were refined and a
fuller explanation for each criterion is set out below. All sites were assessed using the same
criteria.
The criterion used by Council officers in assessing the sites is based on the guidance
provided in the National Planning Policy Framework. All the sites have been assessed
using these criteria and the following table indicates how the Council has interpreted the
particular criteria.
NPPF Criteria
1. The green area must be demonstrably
special to a local community;
2 .The green space must hold a particular
local significance, for example because of
•
Its beauty,
•
Its historic significance,
•
Its recreational value (including as
a playing field),
•
Tranquillity or
•
Richness of its wildlife;
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Site must pass this criterion to be considered.
Added weight if submitted by Parish Council
representing their local community.
A green space must have one of these Beauty – Enhances rural character of village.
Adds to setting of groups of buildings.
Historic significance – Listed building near or
on site – setting of said building / Green with
war memorial or local asset whose setting
needs protecting.
Recreational – Play area, allotments, sports
fields, informal grassy area within housing
estate. Relates to an event in village such as
a fete.
Tranquillity – Near a church, open space with
seating and views of village or wider
countryside beyond. Green space that allows
for quiet enjoyment.
Richness of Wildlife – Provides for
biodiversity, protecting community woodlands,
meadows, known protected species. Not just
general presence of wildlife.
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NPPF Criteria
3 .The green space must be in reasonably
close proximity to the community it serves;

4. The green area must be local in
character and not be an extensive tract of
land

5. Most green areas or open space will not
be appropriate. Must be consistent with
the local planning of sustainable
development and complement investment
in sufficient homes, jobs and other
essential services.

The site needs to relate to a particular village.
It must be either within a village or on edge. If
it is at a distance there should be a public
footpath to access it from the village. Needs
to be closest to the parish that has submitted
site.
It cannot be just an area of green grass –
must have something else from criterion 2 to
meet the tests. Large fields on the edge of
villages have not been designated unless they
have an additional reason within criterion 2 for
meriting designation. Extensive areas
between settlements have also not been
designated - LGS should not be used as a
means of creating a green separation/ buffer
between villages.
Need to ensure that designation is not over
used so that a village ends up with no future
space for growth.

Since LGS has the same level of protection as Green Belt any sites that were proposed
within the existing Green Belt have not been identified as LGS. If at a future date the Green
Belt is reviewed there will be an opportunity for the local community to put forward sites that
could be considered and assessed as LGS.
There are policies that give existing protection to green space within the Local Plan and it is
not the intention of the Council to double protect such sites by identifying them as LGS.
Therefore all sites that are currently protected as Sites of Biodiversity or Geological
Importance which includes County Wildlife sites; Local Nature Reserve; Site of Special
Scientific Interest; Scheduled Monuments and Historic Parks and Gardens have not been
designated as LGS.
Playing fields relating to schools also have protection and therefore have not been
designated. Designation could also have a detrimental impact on local education provision if
it were to prevent or delay the construction of new school buildings.
Important Countryside Frontages are designated along edges of some of the proposed LGS.
This policy protects the views across a site into open countryside and therefore some sites
have not been designated as LGS as the ICF policy will protect the open land from
development.
LGS designations are not required to protect a public right of way.
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The draft Local Plan is to include policies for both PVAAs and LGSs as the Council
considered that it would be necessary to re-assess all the existing PVAAs to test whether
they were suitable candidates for LGS and this task would be a challenge within the existing
timetable. It is the intention of the Council to carry out such a task when next the Local Plan
is reviewed. However some sites assessed after the first consultation in 2012 were found to
be existing PVAAs and if these have met the tests for being designated as LGS it is now
proposed that these be designated as LGS.
Local Green Space for inclusion in the Local Plan
As a result of the assessment process the Council proposes to include some 160 Local
Green Sites within the draft Local Plan.
Table 1-3 include a summary of the assessments undertaken village by village of all the sites
put forward for designation as LGS.
Table 1 – Villages A - F
Table 2 – Villages G - L
Table 3 – Villages M - Z
Note: Any representations on Local Green Spaces submitted during the consultation on the
Proposed Submission Local Plan are included in the Audit Trail (Annex A – Chapter 6:
Protecting and Enhancing the Natural and Historic Environment.)
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Land north of Almond
Grove, Bar Hill

Bar Hill

Bar Hill

Bar Hill

Bar Hill

Bar Hill

LGA 194

LGS 195

LGA 196

LGS 197

Recreation Ground, Bar
Hill

Village Green, Bar Hill

Land north of Appletrees,
Bar Hill

Land east of Acorn
Avenue, Bar Hill

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS 193

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Area of
informal playspace near to area of
housing.
Submitted by Parish Council. Area of
informal playspace near to area of
housing.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. This is part of the green
network within the village
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. Important area of open space
within the village used by local
community and valued.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. Recreational value to local
community.

During the 2013 consultation a number of sites were proposed for LGS – these are referenced as follows –
LGSxx

Sites included in the Issues and Options 2 Consultation 2013 are referenced as follows
Option Gxx – These sites met the tests for LGS
Option PCxx – These sites did not meet the tests for LGS but were proposed by Parish Councils and therefore consulted upon.
PVAAxx – These sites are already designated PVAA and have been proposed for LGS.

Results of the assessment of all sites proposed as Local Green Spaces

ANNEX A - Appendix 5 - Table 1 - Local Green Space areas assessed for inclusion in the local plan – Villages A – F

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Bar Hill

Bar Hill

LGS 201

LGS 203

Bar Hill

LGS 200

Bar Hill

Bar Hill

LGS 199

LGS 202

Land north of Little
Meadow, Bar Hill

Bar Hill

Green areas bordering
each side of the perimeter
road, Bar Hill

Golf Course, Bar Hill

Land south of Saxon
Way, Bar Hill

Allotments, south of
Saxon Way, Bar Hill

Land south of Viking Way,
Bar Hill

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS 198

Submitted by Parish Council. Green
area surrounding village part of the
green infrastructure of the master
planning of the settlement and
integral to the village. The area
outside of the Green Belt meets the
test for LGS.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council.
Informal area of grassland within a
housing estate which provides open
space.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA which comprises of an area of
grassland with mature scattered
trees. This is part of the green
network in Bar Hill.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Important recreational facility for the
village used by the local community
as allotments
Submitted by Parish Council.
Triangular wooded area with
grassland. There are public rights of
way following the boundary.
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt

Council
Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan.
The area of this land
that is outside of the
Green Belt meets the
tests for LGS and
should be included in
the local plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Leys, an area of
common land running
from the High Street to
Wimpole Road, including
the Recreation Ground

Barton

Barton

Barton

Barton

LGS002

LGS003

LGS004

The green space forming
the central part of Roman
Hill.

The green space fronting
the houses of Hines
Close, towards
Comberton Road.

Church Close Nature
Reserve, an area
between Allens Close and
the Churchyard

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS001

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council. Treed
area adjacent to the church.
Currently used by parish as a nature
reserve.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. This is a grassy area with
mature trees on the southern
boundary with Comberton Road.
Adds rural character to village. The
site is already within a larger area of
PVAA that extends eastwards
alongside the Comberton Road.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

Not include in local
plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G01 + G04

Site Location

The play area and open
space in Elbourn Way

Village

Bassingbourn

Open publically
accessible land.
Located either side
of Elbourn Way on
eastern edge of
village. Need to
consider each side
of road separately
since village
framework
boundary follows
the line of the road.
Land north of road
is outside village
framework so could
only be considered
for LGS.
Recreational value
to community since
grassy area
including formal
play equipment.
Land south of the
road is adjacent to
a wooded area and
within the village
framework. It is
open grassland
near to housing.
Meets criteria for
both PVAA and
LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Option G4
Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Option G1
Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 1
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G02

Site Location

Play area and open space
owned by the Parish
Council in Fortune Way

Village

Bassingbourn

Open publically
accessible land
adjacent to
housing.
Recreational value
to community since
grassy area
including formal
play equipment on
edge of village.
Within village
framework.
Meets criteria for
both PVAA and
LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G03

Site Location

The Rouses

Village

Bassingbourn

Identified in ‘Issues
and Options 1’
consultation as Site
Option 39 –amber
site. This site
consists of an
agricultural field
and the house and
garden at 60 Spring
Lane. The site
adjoins housing to
the north, west and
east. The site
adjoins Ford Wood
to the south a
Woodland Trust
area open to the
public. A footpath
runs along part of
this southern
boundary giving
access to this rural
edge of the village.
Willmott Playing
Field is to the north
and there is to be
an extension to the
playing fields on
land adjoining the
site. The site is
close to a number
of Grade II listed
buildings. Site is
outside of village
framework and
therefore could not

Council
Assessment 2012

Site meets the tests for LGS.

Support for the option, including from
Parish Council. Parish Council claim
valued as a green, tranquil area and
used for informal recreation. Site
forms part of the setting of Listed
Buildings and the Conservation Area.

Only objection from Cambridgeshire
County Council, who claim it does
not meet all the tests. Agricultural
field – not special to community. Site
is highly sustainable for future
development.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 15
Object: 1
Comment: 1
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS005

Site Location

Ford Wood

Village

Bassingbourn

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Wood managed by the Woodland
Trust on southern edge of village.
Created in 1995 when trees planted
entirely by volunteers in grass field
as part of the Cambridgeshire
Woodland Fund project. Well used
by local community. Public footpath
runs along northern boundary of
woodland. Meets the tests for LGS.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PC14

Site Location

75 and 90 Spring Lane;
and the junction with the
by-way at Ashwell Street.

Village

Bassingbourn

Highway and
highway verges
would not be a
suitable candidate
for PVAA as such
areas could not be
considered as
‘green space’. Does
not have historic
significance or
recreational value
or amenity value to
the community. A
highway could not
be considered a
tranquil location.
Site outside of
village framework
therefore site would
not meet criteria for
PVAA. The Council
does not consider
highway verges as
being a local asset
suitable for
protection by LGS
policy.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 5
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A

Site Location

Land between Spring
Lane and South End

Village

Bassingbourn

This site is on the
southern edge of
the village outside
of the village
framework and
therefore could not
be considered as a
PVAA. The site is
part of an arable
field with no
distinguishing
features from
adjoining
countryside. It is
adjacent to Ford
Wood - Woodland
Trust woodland
accessible to the
public. Unlikely to
be a site valued by
the local community
except in being
open undeveloped
field on edge of
village. It does not
appear to have any
distinguishing
features to it to be
identified as LGS.
Site does not meet
test for either PVAA
or LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Bourn

Bourn

LGS008

Bourn

LGS006

LGS007

Recreation Ground
Wilmott Playing Field

Bassingbourn

Jubilee Recreation
Ground

Hall Close green

Hall Close playground

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PVAA01

N/A

N/A

This is the
recreation ground
within
Bassingbourn
village which is
already a PVAA. It
has recreational
value to the local
community.
The site is already
within a PVAA and
meets the test for
LGS.
N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Important informal play spaces for
younger children. Mown grass with
well-established trees along northern
boundary which forms part of Riddy
Lane which is a County Wildlife site.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Important informal play spaces for
younger children. Mown grass with
very few trees along the edge. Meets
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Significant value for recreation use
as only area for outdoor sport. Meets
the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Camping Close

Bourn

Bourn

LGS010

Access to Camping Close

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS009

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Used
by walkers (especially the dog
walking community) and has become
an informal meeting place; it is also a
very important flood plain for the
village. Beautiful area of green space
valued by community. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Access
to Camping Close and has wildlife
significance because its hedges
support a population of White-Letter
Hairstreak butterflies. Meets the tests
for LGS.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS011

Site Location

West of High Street /Gills
Hill to south of village

Village

Bourn

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

The important countryside frontages
are to be retained in the local plan
and therefore the views across the
site from the village will be protected
keeping the land open and free from
development.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. This
site currently has protected view
towards the church and Bourn Hall
with important countryside frontages
along eastern boundary following
High Street. All of site outside
Conservation Area. Valued for its
beauty as green meadow which has
views towards the village enhancing
rural character of village. Also
creates setting for historical buildings
within the village.
Not to include in
local plan as LGS
because the existing
policy for important
countryside
frontages will keep
the land free from
development. These
frontages in Bourne
are to be retained in
the local plan

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Recreation sports field off
Furlong Way

Caldecote

Cambourne

G06

Land north of Jeavons
Lane, north of Monkfield
Way

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G05
The sports field is
located on the
western edge of the
village outside of
the village
framework and
therefore could not
be considered as a
PVAA. It has
recreational value
to the local
community.
Site meets test for
only LGS
This is an area of
grassland with
trees and a pond
that is accessible to
the public. Having a
pond it has a value
for wildlife. It is
within the village
and adds character.
It meets the criteria
for being a PVAA.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 7
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Land south of Jeavons
Wood Primary School

Cambourne

Cambourne

G08

Cambourne Recreation
Ground, Back Lane (2)

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G07
This is a wooded
area accessible to
the public with a
footpath through it.
It provides an
opportunity for
wildlife within an
urban area. It is
within the village
and adds character.
It meets the criteria
for being a PVAA.
Small area of rough
grassland within
village framework
behind the Sports
Centre. It is open
and accessible to
the public.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 7
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Cambourne, land east of
Sterling Way

Cambourne

Cambourne

G10

Land east of Sterling
Way, north of Brace Dein

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G09
Triangular areas of
open space north of
the large area of
informal open
space within village
framework of Upper
Cambourne. It
forms part of this
larger green
informal space
separated only by a
small road. It has
trees planted within
it and a piece of
public art. It meets
the criteria for being
a PVAA.
This is a large area
within the village
framework of Upper
Cambourne.
Provides informal
green space for
Upper Cambourne
having large green
area plus play
equipment and
public art located
on it. It meets the
criteria for being a
PVAA.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Land north of School
Lane, west of Woodfield
Lane

Cambourne

Cambourne

G12

Land east of Greenbank

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G11
This site has the
cricket pavilion and
a children’s play
area and therefore
it valued as a
recreational area by
the community. It is
located next to an
existing PVAA.
Within village
framework so could
be considered as a
PVAA.
These are
allotments located
outside of the
village framework
of Cambourne and
therefore could not
be considered as a
PVAA. As
allotments they
have a value to the
local community.
Site meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 5
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 1

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G13

Site Location

Land north of School
Lane, west of Broad
Street

Village

Cambourne

This site is an open
grassy space with a
new trim trial
around it. It is
located outside of
the village
framework and
therefore could not
be considered as a
PVAA. It has
seating and trees
planted within it so
is a tranquil area for
the local
community.
Site meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 7
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G14

Land north of Green
Common Farm, west of
Broadway

Cambourne Recreation
Ground, Back Lane (1)

Cambourne

Cambourne

Site Location

Village

This site is adjacent
to the Sports
Centre including
playing fields. The
vast majority of the
site is outside of the
village framework
so could not be
considered as a
PVAA. As playing
fields it has
recreational value
to the community of
Cambourne.
Site meets test for
only LGS.
Allotments located
on the eastern side
of Cambourne but
outside of the
village framework
so could not be
considered as a
PVAA. As
allotments they
have a value to the
local community.
Site meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Large areas within village
and around edge of
village

Cambourne

Cambourne

LGS012

Extend G16 to include
Honeysuckle Close and
Hazel Lane green space

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G16
Large areas
particularly around
Lower and Upper
Cambourne - to the
western and
eastern extent of
the village; thin strip
alongside A428
and finger of green
around northern
roundabout areas
entering the village.
These are areas of
green space which
are integral to the
masterplan of
Cambourne.
N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Wild area with trees planted forming
informal area of greenery overlooked by housing and adjacent
to grassy walkway - rectangular area
outside village framework. Part of
planned green space of village.
Meets the tests for LGS.

Wildlife Trust manage boundary
green area in Cambourne as part of
Section 106 agreement. Boundary of
G16 slightly different so suggest
amending area so same as their
management area.
Some revisions made to the
boundary.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 8
Object: 0
Comment: 6

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Old Market Place,
Ermine Street opposite
Manor Farm.

Caxton

Comberton

LGS014

The green verges of
Green End and Branch
Road in Comberton

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS013

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. This site is an area of mown
grassland with scattered trees across
it in the centre of the village within
the Conservation Area and is an
existing PVAA. It is located opposite
the grade ll* listed Manor House and
near to other listed properties. It
provides a setting to these buildings
and an area for quiet enjoyment. It is
an area that can be used for informal
recreation Meets the tests for LGS.
Although this creates rural character
by forming a green grassy edge to
these roads into Comberton it would
be an extensive area of LGS. Road
side verges are not an appropriate
area to be identified as LGS as they
could not be considered as ‘green
space’. Does not have historical
significance or recreational value or
amenity value to the community. The
Council does not consider highway
verges as being a local asset suitable
for protection by LGS policy. Does
not meet the tests for LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Green areas north and
south of Barton Road.

Comberton

Comberton

Comberton

Comberton

LGS016

LGS017

LGS018

Watts Wood

Allotment site in Long
Road

Allotment site in South
Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS015

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council. Within
Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council. Within
Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Part of
site is existing PVAA and part of site
is within the Green Belt. North side of
Barton Rd is within the Green Belt
with an important countryside
frontage protecting views across the
green space northwards. The south
side is within a PVAA. Both come
within the Conservation Area for the
village. The areas provide a valuable
green rural character to the village.
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
Green Belt.

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Only south side of
road meets the tests
for LGS. North side
of road is within
Green Belt therefore
not designate as
LGS and not include
in local plan.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A

All Saints Church

Coton nature reserve

Coton

Cottenham

Site Location

Village

This is a site that is
a nature reserve
and therefore
already has a policy
protecting it from
development. Its
wildlife interest will
meet the wider
needs of the district
rather than for the
local community in
particular.
Site does not meet
test for either PVAA
or LGS.
This area is around
the church with its
associated setting.
It is within the
Conservation Area.
It therefore has
historic value for
the local
community.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Additionally within
Green Belt so would
not be designated as
LGS.

Not to include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Moat

Cottenham

Cottenham

G19

Broad Lane - High Street
Junction

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G18
The site includes a
scheduled ancient
monument which is
a moat with
surrounding green
space. This has
historic interest and
the green space
provides a setting
to the moat. There
is access to the
open space and
housing all around
the site.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.
This is a triangle of
grass at a road
junction. It is within
the village
framework and
Conservation Area.
It has a number of
well-established
trees and some
seating. It provides
a pocket of green
space within a
urban setting.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Scheduled Ancient Monument on the
site therefore not designate as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Land at Victory Way

Cottenham

Cottenham

G21

Cemetery , Lamb Lane

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G20
This is a large area
of grass in the
middle of a housing
estate. There are a
few trees at each
end. It provides a
valuable area of
informal open
space and has
recreational value
for the local
community.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.
This is a cemetery
with some trees on
the northern
boundary. It could
provide a haven for
wildlife and be a
tranquil place.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 4
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G22

Site Location

Orchard Close

Village

Cottenham

This is a grassy
area in the middle
of a housing estate.
There are some
trees and scrubs
planted within the
green space. Car
parking spaces
have been
designed into the
space (assuming it
was originally oval).
It provides an area
of grass for informal
recreation within
this residential
area.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G23

Site Location

Coolidge Gardens

Village

Cottenham

This is a large
green space
scattered with trees
within a residential
area. It has a
meadow like
atmosphere which
adds to the
character of this
part of the village.
It is within the
Conservation Area
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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South of Brenda Gautry
Way

Cottenham

Cottenham

G25

Dunstall Field

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G24
This is a strip of
woodland that
follows the village
framework
boundary and the
rear of housing on
the edge of
Cottenham. The
strip is within the
village. It forms a
distinctive edge to
this part of
Cottenham and has
value for wildlife as
well as for informal
recreation.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.
This site is a field
on the edge of the
village within the
village framework.
It has value to the
local community for
informal recreation.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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West of Sovereign Way

Cottenham

Cottenham

G27

Old Recreation Ground

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G26
This area of
woodland links with
the strip of green
space south of
Brenda Gautry
Way. It creates a
distinctive character
to this part of
Cottenham and has
value for wildlife
and for informal
recreation.
Site meets test for
PVAA and LGS.
This is an area of
open space on the
north-western edge
of Cottenham. It is
open to the public
for informal
recreation.
Site meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 1

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Recreation Ground and
Playing Fields

Cottenham

Cottenham

G29

Playing fields

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G28
This is an extensive
area of open space
which includes the
village recreation
ground with pitches
for football and
cricket, plus a
bowling green as
well as allotments.
It has a variety of
uses which are of
value to the local
community. It is
outside of the
village framework.
Site meets test for
LGS only.
These are the
playing fields
associated with
Cottenham Village
College. They are
within the Green
Belt. They have
recreational value
to the local
community.
Site meets test for
LGS only.

Council
Assessment 2012

Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 3
Object: 0
Comment: 1

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Playing fields and
within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Playing fields relating
to schools are not
being designated for
LGS and therefore
part of the site is not
included in local plan
as LGS. The rest of
the site meets the
tests for LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Morgans 1

Cottenham

Cottenham

PVAA02

Morgans 2

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PVAA02
These are areas of
open space at the
entrance to the
village college.
They provide a
setting to this
entrance with well
established trees.
This area is already
a PVAA.
The site is already
within a PVAA and
meets the test for
LGS.
These are areas of
open space at the
entrance to the
village college.
They provide a
setting to this
entrance with well
established trees.
This area is already
a PVAA.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation

Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Morgans 3

Cottenham

Cottenham

Cottenham

PVAA02

LGS019

Fen Reeves Wood
(located off Twenty Pence
Road on north eastern
edge of village)

Morgans 4

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PVAA02
These are areas of
open space at the
entrance to the
village college.
They provide a
setting to this
entrance with well
established trees.
This area is already
a PVAA.
These are areas of
open space at the
entrance to the
village college.
They provide a
setting to this
entrance with well
established trees.
This area is already
a PVAA.
N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council and
others. Community woodland owned
by the Parish Council on behalf of the
community which helps manages the
area. Trees first planted in 1993.
Mixture of trees to enhance
biodiversity and encourage wildlife.
Some fruit trees to remind of
extensive orchards which once
dominated village area – historical
value. Meets the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Cottenham

Cottenham

LGS021

LGS022

Les King Wood
(located on road between
Cottenham and
Rampton.)

Cottenham

Significant trees, groups
of trees and hedgerows

Green verges along High
Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS020

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council and
others. Woodland planted in 2000 –
owned and managed by
Cambridgeshire County Council. Aim
is to enhance long term appearance
of landscape and create a quiet place
to enjoy walks through woodland and
improve environment for wildlife.
Planted by local people. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Some of the areas of green space
along the High Street have been
proposed as separate areas of local
green space or are PVAAs. However
the Council does not consider
highway verges as being a local
asset suitable for protection by LGS
policy. Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Trees and hedgerows within
Cottenham would be protected under
Biodiversity policies in the Local
Plan. Some trees may individually be
protected. LGS cannot be used to
unspecified groups of trees or
hedgerows. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Village Green

Cottenham

Cottenham

Dry Drayton

Dry Drayton

LGS024

LGS025

LGS026

Village green (both sides
of road)

The Park (with ponds)
TL382619

Rampton Road –
Cottenham Church Lane
– Long Drove

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS023

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Northern part is existing PVAA and
southern part is within Green Belt.
The village green provides a valuable
area of open space within the village.
Mown grass with trees creating a
rural character to the village and
setting for nearby grade II* listed
church.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. This forms a valuable green
space within the village. It has
numerous trees upon it and seating
for quiet enjoyment of the space.
Meets the tests for LGS.
The purpose of LGS is not to protect
walks within wider countryside. The
Council does not consider highway
verges as being a local asset suitable
for protection by LGS policy. Other
policies within the Local Plan will
protect biodiversity. Does not meet
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
Green Belt.

Not include in local
plan.
Only north side of
road meets the tests
for LGS.
South side of road
within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS
and not include in
local plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Duxford

Dry Drayton

LGS028

LGS029

The Plantation TL384628
(located to the north of
Dry Drayton extending
towards Bar Hill.

Dry Drayton

Greenacres

Dry Drayton School Field

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS027

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council. Area of
mown grass with scattered trees
within a housing estate. Area for
informal recreation use so valued by
local community. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
Green Belt. The area of woodland
extends into Bar Hill village and is
slightly separated from the village
boundary of Dry Drayton. No public
footpath from village to site – track
exists. Appears to be footpath from
Bar Hill end of wood. Does not meet
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Playing
field of primary school.

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Playing field
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PVAA03

Site Location

End of Manger’s Lane

Village

Duxford

Site is within the
village framework
adjacent to Duxford
Primary school and
playing fields. Is
within Conservation
Area. Appears not
to be accessible to
the public. Fields
with trees can be
seen from Green St
to the east.
Enclosed area with
well-established
trees which adds to
the character of this
part of the village.
Respondent who
wishes the existing
PVAA designation
to be removed
states that within
the site lie two
derelict former
barns which are
beyond functional
use. Entire site has
overgrown and has
unkempt
appearance which
detracts from
character and
appearance of
PVAA and wider
Conservation Area.
No longer satisfies

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Existing PVAA. As it
meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Elsworth

LGS034

Elsworth

LGS032

Elsworth

Elsworth

LGS031

LGS033

Site 1
Allotments

Elsworth

Site 5
Grass Close

Site 4
Glebe Field

Site 3
Field next to Dears Farm

Site 2
Fardells Lane Nature
Reserve

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS030

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Valued
community asset providing
recreational use for village. Meets
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. This nature reserve is one
that South Cambs DC included in the
Biodiversity Strategy as being an
open space of local importance.
Wooded area important for wildlife.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. Private garden with fence
along roadway.
Does not meet the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. Field adjacent to the local
church surrounded by mature trees.
Brings green treed area to within the
village adding rural character. Meets
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Existing
PVAA. Playing fields providing
recreational use for village. Field
edged with mature trees. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Retain as PVAA and
not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 6
Avenue Meadow

Elsworth

Elsworth

LGS036

Site 7
Avenue Farmhouse
Paddock - formerly part of
Avenue Meadow

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS035

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Large
area of grassland with important
countryside frontage along northern
and eastern boundary to protect
views across the field from the
village. Large individual trees in
parkland setting. Brings countryside
into the village providing a very
beautiful rural edge to the village.
LGS is not intended to protect
extensive tracts of land and therefore
this does not meet the tests for LGS.
The important countryside frontages
are to be retained in the local plan
and therefore the views across the
site from the village will be protected
keeping the land open and free from
development.
Submitted by Parish Council. Adjoins
Avenue Meadow and is a large area
of grassland that allows for views into
Elsworth from the south. Parkland
trees scattered across the site and
bounded by fencing. Open views
northwards. Within Conservation
Area and adds to its setting.
LGS is not intended to protect
extensive tracts of land that this area
along with sites 6 and 13 would
create and therefore does not meet
the tests for LGS.
Does not meet the
tests for LGS.

Not to include in
local plan as LGS
because the existing
policy for important
countryside
frontages will keep
the land free from
development. These
frontages in Elsworth
are to be retained in
the local plan.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 8
Grounds of Low Farm -

Elsworth

Elsworth

LGS038

Site 9
The bed and banks of the
brook, Brook Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS037

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. A grade
II listed thatched farmhouse – Low
Farm – stands in the middle of this
area which is an existing PVAA. As
the oldest house in the village this
has historic interest and the
surrounding land provides a setting
to this property. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Although this may form a feature of
the village the Council does not
consider it appropriate to identify a
river course as a LGS. The
designation is for green space and is
therefore not suitable for the bed and
banks of a brook. Does not meet the
tests for LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 10
Field between Brockley
Road and Brook Street

Elsworth

Elsworth

Elsworth

LGS040

LGS041

Site 12
Copse - Wildlife haven.

Site 11
Land at South end of
Brook Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS039

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. This is
grassland on the southern edge of
the village with a mature hedgerow
following the western boundary.
Views across the site towards
scattered properties in the village are
protected by an important
countryside frontage along Brockley
Road. Many of these properties are
listed and therefore this grassland
provides a rural setting to them. This
creates a rural entrance to the village
from the south. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Adjacent to Brockley End Meadow
County Wildlife site. This is a
wooded area with the village brook
running through it with a bridge. It
provides a tranquil area and has
wildlife value. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Site
adjoining Brockley End Meadow
County Wildlife site. It is a wooded
area. There is no public access to the
site. No distinguishing features to
merit being designated as LGS.
Does not meet the tests for LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Elsworth

Elsworth

LGS045

Elsworth

LGS043

LGS044

Site 13
Business Park Drive.
Associated with sites 6 &
7.

Elsworth

County Wildlife Area,
south end of the village

Site 15
Land at Fardell's Lane
between designated
'important view' and
nearby conservation line

Site 14
Wood - off Smith Street
on western edge of
village.

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS042

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Field
with driveway adjacent to site 6 and 7
which together would form an
important rural setting to the village
and are within the Conservation
Area. LGS is not intended to protect
extensive tracts of land that this area
along with sites 6 and 7 would create
and therefore does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Wooded area on western edge of
village. Beyond the trees is very open
countryside with large fields. No
distinguishing features to merit being
designated as LGS. Does not meet
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Views
northward from Fardell’s Lane
protected by an important
countryside frontage. The site is
within the Conservation Area
enhancing the rural setting of the
village. Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as County Wildlife Site.
Not necessary to
designate as LGS as
already designated
as County Wildlife
Site.
Not include in local
plan.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Elsworth Wood (SSSI)

Elsworth

Eltisley

Eltisley

Eltisley

LGS047

LGS048

LGS049

Pocket Park, south of
Caxton Drift

Allotments for Labouring
Poor

Village green

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS046

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council. The
village green in Eltisley is an
important key green feature within
the village recognised by already
being identified as a PVAA. It
provides a setting for the buildings in
the centre of the village which include
listed buildings. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Allotments to north side of Caxton
Drift provide a recreational use for
the village/ Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. This is
a wooded area which has a mature
hedgerow all along the northern
boundary with the road. The local
community are working to encourage
wildlife into this area by careful
management. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as SSSI.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not necessary to
designate as LGS as
already designated
as SSSI.
Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Fen Ditton

Fen Ditton

LGS051

LGS052

Paddock at north eastern
corner of Ditton Lane at
the junction with High
Ditch

Fen Ditton

Field opposite war
memorial -south of the
junction of Church Street
and High Street

Village green on south
west side of Horningsea
Road

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS050

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. The
western edge of the site has an
important countryside frontage along
its length in the Cambridge East Area
Action Plan protecting views out
across the site towards properties
and gardens and beyond to the wider
open countryside. Area of
pastureland which is a green space
which brings countryside into village
and enhances rural character of this
part of Fen Ditton. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Very
small area of grass land located at a
cross roads upon which there is a
seat and the village sign. Due to the
busy nature of this road it is not an
area for informal recreation or quiet
reflection but has the village sign
which is important to the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

Not include in local
plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Land between the High
Street and the Parish cut
of the River Cam; Ditton
Meadow

Fen Ditton

Fen Ditton

Fen Ditton

Fen Ditton

LGS054

LGS055

LGS056

Area around the disused
railway line crossed by
High Ditch Road

Land between Nos. 12
and 28 Horningsea Road

Ossier Holt - north east
side of Green End and
small area on opposite
side

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS053

Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council. Within
the Green Belt.

Council
Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS057

Council
Assessment 2012

N/A

Site Location

Support is given to
retaining the wide ancient
live-stock droving grass
verges of the B1368
passing into Fowlmere
and out. From Newton
and extending up to
Barley via Flint Cross

Village

Fowlmere/
Newton/ Flint
Cross.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Although this grass verge may have
historic links and makes the B1368
wider than other rural roads the
Council does not consider as a
general principle that road side
verges are appropriate areas to be
identified as LGS as they could not
be considered as ‘green space’.
The Council does not consider
highway verges as being a local
asset suitable for protection by LGS
policy. Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G30

Site Location

Foxton Recreation ground

Village

Foxton

Recreation ground
in the middle of the
village outside of
the village
framework so could
not be considered
as a PVAA. To the
north of the site is a
grade I listed
church which
overlooks the
recreation ground
with views across
the green space to
open countryside.
Housing overlooks
the green space on
two sides. The local
character of this
part of the village
would be protected
if this area were
designated as LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G31

Site Location

The Green

Village

Foxton

Located to the
south of the High
Street. This is a
triangle of green
space with trees
and seating which
offers a tranquil
area within the
village. There are a
number of grade II
cottages
overlooking the
green.
Sites meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G32

Site Location

The Dovecote meadow

Village

Foxton

Within centre of
village on the High
Street with
important
countryside
frontage identified
along its northern
boundary to protect
views across the
site. It is outside of
the village
framework. The
grassy meadow
has a dovecote
within it which has
been restored by
the local
community. This
dovecote has
historical
significance to the
village. The site is
being managed to
improve its
biodiversity. (There
is a 25 year lease
(2006) from the
owners,
Cambridgeshire
County Council to
the Parish.)
Sites meets test for
only LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PC15

Site Location

The green area on Station
Road in front of, and
beside, the Press
cottages

Village

Foxton

This is a wide grass
verge following the
western side of
Station Road. It
has some trees
within it creating a
rural character to
this stretch of road.
As it is beside a
road it would not
have a recreational
value or be tranquil.
It is within the
village framework.
The Council does
not consider that it
meets the criteria
for either a PVAA
or LGS

Council
Assessment 2012

Meets the tests for LGS.

An objection was received from
landowner of site to rear of properties
in Station Rd (SHLAA site 233) to
having a parish council proposed
important green space since this is
not consistent with NPPF or the
Council's approach. Site does add to
the setting of two listed buildings in
Station Rd and to the rural character
of this part of Foxton.

Foxton Parish Council confirm their
and local support for this site. It adds
character to this area of the village
and is setting of two listed buildings.
A recent planning application was
refused on the grounds that this open
green space was an important part of
the village.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 2
Object: 1
Comment: 0
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G33

Site Location

Small parcel of land
between the Townley Hall
at the Fulbourn Centre
and the access road to
the same, and fronting
Home End

Village

Fulbourn

The site is on the
eastern edge of
Fulbourn. It is
adjacent to the
village hall,
recreation ground
and scout hut. The
site comprises of a
grass field bounded
by hedge / post and
rail fencing. It is
within the Green
Belt. The site was
submitted during
the Call for Sites as
part of the SHLAA
as a positional site
for housing (Site
214). It was
assessed and
rejected as having
no development
potential. The site
is outside of the
village framework
and therefore
cannot be
considered as a
PVAA. The
respondents have
stated that the site
is important to
visual amenity and
character of this
past of Fulbourn
Conservation Area

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 48
Object: 1
Comment: 1
Not to include in local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G34

Site Location

The field between Cox's
Drove, Cow Lane and the
railway line - as well as
the associated low-lying
area on Cow Lane
adjacent to the Horse
Pond

Village

Fulbourn

The site is located
on the northern
edge of Fulbourn
south of the railway
line from
Cambridge to
Ipswich. The site
comprises of two
enclosed fields and
is adjacent to
Green Belt land.
This site was
submitted during
the Call for Sites as
part of the SHLAA
(Site 162). The site
was assessed and
was found to have
limited
development
opportunities. Two
existing PVAAs
adjoin the southern
boundary one of
which includes the
Horse Pond. The
site is outside of the
village framework
and therefore
cannot be
considered as a
PVAA.
The respondents
have stated that the
area is used by
many residents for

Council
Assessment 2012

LGS does not have to be accessible
to the local community to be
considered special to them in
providing a rural setting to their
village. Site meets test for LGS.

Lots of support for the option.
Fulbourn Parish Council supports this
as the Parish Plan calls for the
village's setting and best landscapes
and views to be preserved.

Objection from owner of land to
LGS. Site is neither available for
open space nor capable of delivery of
such purposes. The land is entirely
within private ownership and does
not benefit from any form of public
access.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Support: 60
Object: 2
Comment: 1
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A

Site Location

Two fields between
Fulbourn Old Drift, Hinton
Road and Cambridge
Road.

Village

Fulbourn

The site is outside
of the village
framework and
therefore cannot be
considered as a
PVAA. It does not
appear to have any
distinguishing
features to it to be
identified as LGS.
The respondent
has stated that
these fields are
presently the only
barrier between
Fulbourn and the
continuing spread
of Cambridge. It
seems that Green
Belt status is
insufficient to
protect land, so
extra protections
applied to that
visibly important
parcel of land
would be greatly
appreciated.
Site does not meets
test for either PVAA
or LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
N/A
Not to include in local
plan as LGS

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A

Site Location

Land between Ida Darwin
site and Teversham Road

Village

Fulbourn

The site is outside
of the village
framework and
therefore cannot be
considered as a
PVAA. It does not
appear to have any
distinguishing
features to it to be
identified as LGS.
The respondent
has stated that
applying the same
protections to land
between the Ida
Darwin site and
Teversham Road
would stop the
connection of
Cambridge to
Fulbourn the other
side of the railway
line.
Site does not meets
test for either PVAA
or LGS.

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
N/A
Not to include in local
plan as LGS

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Fulbourn

Fulbourn

LGS
060

Submitted by Fulbourn Forum for
community action and others.
Existing PVAA. This area has within
it the Old Pumping Station. A garden
was designed in 1891 and contains
pond which was originally used to
cool condensed steam from the
engines. The site is not open to the
public. The boundary with Cow Lane
has mature trees. The presence of
the pumping station and related
garden give this area a historic value
to the local community. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Within the Green Belt.

N/A

N/A

Extending recreation
ground within village Two fields abutting
existing Recreation
Ground. East of present
Rec., south of
Stonebridge Lane and
North of Barnsfield Jeeves Acre.

N/A

Victorian garden,
associated with and
beside the Old Pumping
Station

Fulbourn bounded by
Apthorpe Street / Station
Rd and Church Lane.
Southern half of Site
Option 28

Fulbourn

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Submitted by Parish Council and
others including Fulbourn Forum for
community action. Within the Green
Belt.

Council
Assessment 2012

Site Location

Village

LGS
059

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS
058

Not include in local
plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS
061

Site Location

Land to the West of
Station Road, Fulbourn

Village

Fulbourn

N/A

Council
Assessment 2012

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
consultation
Within the Green Belt.

Not include in local
plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PC16

Site Location

Dennis Green,
The Cinques, Mill
Hill, Little Heath,
The Heath

Village

Gamlingay

Support: 2
Object: 1
Comment: 0

The Parish Council would like to
protect the particular settlement
pattern that Gamlingay has with its
numerous outlying hamlets namely
Dennis Green, The Cinques, Mill
Hill, Little Heath, and The Heath.
The outlying hamlets are outside of
the village framework of Gamlingay
and there would need to be
extensive coverage of LGS if it
were to be used to protect the
special local character of
Gamlingay and its hamlets. Neither
designation is appropriate.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA and LGS.

Resubmitted during 2013
consultation with specific areas
identified.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

During the 2013 consultation a number of sites were proposed for LGS – these are referenced as follows –
LGSxx

See new sites
assessment in
Gamlingay 2013.
(LGS62 – LGS64)

Council
Recommendation
2013

Sites included in the Issues and Options 2 Consultation 2013 are referenced as follows
Option Gxx – These sites met the tests for LGS
Option PCxx – These sites did not meet the tests for LGS but were proposed by Parish Councils and therefore consulted upon.
PVAAxx – These sites are already designated PVAA and have been proposed for LGS.

Results of the assessment of all sites proposed as Local Green Spaces

ANNEX A – Appendix 5 - Table 2 - Local Green Space areas assessed for inclusion in the local plan - Villages G – L
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS62

Site Location

Lupin field

Village

Gamlingay

A large rough grassy area with wellestablished trees along northeastern edge beside Greenacres.
It would have some wildlife values.
It is on the western edge of
Gamlingay village outside of the
village framework. It does not
appear to have any distinguishing
features to it to be identified as
LGS. The Parish Council has
mentioned this field in their
submission relating to wanting to
preserve the special character
Gamlingay has with its nearby
hamlets (Representation 33539).
According to the respondent this
area is demonstrably special to the
village.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Resubmitted by Parish Council.
Assessed in earlier consultation
and with the information
available at that time it was not
considered that it met the tests
for either PVAA or LGS. Further
information is now available
from the Parish Council in which
they stress the value the local
community place upon the site
for its beauty, tranquillity and
richness of wildlife. It is seen as
a green lung providing a buffer
between Gamlingay and Dennis
Green. It has high recreational
value since it is close to an area
of housing with few green
spaces. Meets the tests for
LGS.
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Land at Wren
Park

Gamlingay

Gamlingay

LGS64

The green lung
separating
Cinques from
Gamlingay -

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS63

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Site comprises of large
patchwork of grassland used for
pasture with some trees in the
central area. . It is adjacent to a
nature reserve and together
creates a rural character to the
land between Gamlingay and
the hamlet ‘The Cinques’. There
is no public access to this area
so does not have a recreational
value. This is an extensive area
for designation and does not
appear to have any
distinguishing features that
would merit its designation as a
LGS. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
The site is an extensive area of
farmland between Gamlingay
and the hamlet of Cinques. It
appears to not have any
distinguishing features apart
from it forming an area of land
separating Gamlingay from
development in the adjoining
hamlet. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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N/A

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PVAA
04

Field between
Walnut Tree
Cottage and the
Homestead,
Church Street

Central grassed
amenity area in
the middle of
Magna Close

Great Abington

Great Eversden

Site Location

Village

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore would not
be designated as
LGS.

N/A

Within Green Belt therefore
would not be designated as
LGS.

This is an expansive of grassland in
the middle of a residential area in
Great Abington. It is already
identified as a PVAA It has some
trees and a goalpost so has a
recreational value for the local
community.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
This site is a field north of Church
Street on the eastern edge of the
village outside of the village
framework. It is within the Green
Belt. It does not appear to have any
distinguishing features to it to be
identified as LGS being part of the
wider countryside between Great
and Little Eversden. The
respondent considers that by
identifying this field as LGS it would
preserve the character of that part
of the village which represents an
increasingly rare and unspoilt
heritage asset in this district.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012
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LGS66

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS65

Playing Field
north of Hall Lane

Bull Meadow

Great and Little
Chishill

Great and Little
Chishill

Site Location

Village

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Large area of pasture with trees
along the boundaries. Is
adjacent to the Great Chishill
Conservation Area. Public
footpath follows the perimeter of
the site. Well established
hedgerow along the southern
boundary with the road – likely
to have wildlife interest. Area
well used by local community for
its amenity value and for dog
walking and exercise. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Important recreational area
comprising of formal playing
fields and village hall. Site
surrounded by trees and well
established hedgerow along Hall
Lane which is likely to have
wildlife interest. Meets the tests
for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G35

Site Location

Land between
Rectory Farm and
26 Church Street

Village

Great Shelford

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Support: 6
Object: 1
Comment: 0

This is the eastern part of an area
of grassland north of Church Street
adjacent to farm buildings relating
to Rectory Farm. There are a few
well-established trees near the
southern boundary. This is an
attractive area fronting onto Church
Street creating a rural feel to this
part of the village. The site is within
the Green Belt and outside of the
village framework. It is adjacent to
an existing PVAA to the east
relating to part of the setting of the
local parish church which is grade I
listed and a grade II listed building
whose grounds adjoins the site to
the east. There is also PVAA to the
west and south of the site.
The Parish Council has also put
this site forward as open space to
be allocated in the Local Plan but is
considered more appropriate under
this policy as is not recreation open
space.
Site meets test for LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PC17

Site Location

Grange field in
Church Street

Village

Great Shelford

The site is adjacent to the
recreation ground separated from it
be a belt of trees. It consists of
open grassland that is within the
Green Belt and outside of the
village framework. It does not
appear to have any distinguishing
features to it to be identified as
PVAA or LGS.
The Parish Council has also put
this site forward as open space to
be allocated in the Local Plan.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
Included in consultation as option
for recreational use Option R3.

Council Assessment 2012

This site is being
allocated as open
space.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Support: 6
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PC18

Site Location

Field to the east
of the railway line
on the southern
side of Granhams
Road

Village

Great Shelford

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Support: 5
Object: 0
Comment: 0

This is an area of open countryside
adjacent to the railway line divided
from north to south by a hedge line
with trees. The site is within the
Cambridge Southern Fringe Area
Action Plan - CSF/5 Landscape,
Biodiversity, Recreation and Public
Access. It does not appear to have
any distinguishing features to it to
be identified as PVAA or LGS.
The Parish Council has also put
this site forward as open space to
be allocated in the Local Plan.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
Included in consultation as option
for recreational use Option R2.

This site is being
allocated as open
space.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012
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36 Dubbs Knoll
Road

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

LGS67

The recreation
ground in Fox Hill
Road

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G36
The PVAA is an extensive area of
farmland within the heart of Guilden
Morden. The boundary of the
existing PVAA includes the rear
garden of 36 Dubbs Knoll Road but
excludes the gardens of adjoining
properties to the north and south. A
revised boundary removing the
garden would be acceptable. Given
the extensive nature of the PVAA
the exclusion of the garden would
not detract for the reasoning why
the PVAA has been designated.
Revise the boundary of the PVAA
to exclude the garden of 36 Dubbs
Knoll Road.
N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Valued area for recreational
uses for the village consisting of
playing fields. Meets the tests
for LGS.

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Revise boundary of
PVAA as consulted
upon in 2013
consultation.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS68

Site Location

The Craft which is
opposite the end
of New Road

Village

Guilden Morden

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. This area is
pastureland bringing land with a
rural character into the heart of
the village. It is managed under
a Countryside Stewardship
scheme – part of a Natural
England project. The aim of
such schemes is ‘to improve the
natural beauty and diversity of
the countryside, enhance,
restore and re-create targeted
landscapes, their wildlife
habitats and historical features,
and to improve opportunities for
public access’. The parish
council has indicated that this is
an important area for wildlife and
for the community to access
green space. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS69

Site Location

Church Meadow the area to the
rear of The Craft.

Village

Guilden Morden

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. This area is
pastureland bringing land with a
rural character into the heart of
the village adjacent to the
church. It is managed under a
Countryside Stewardship – part
of a Natural England project.
The aims of such schemes are
‘to improve the natural beauty
and diversity of the countryside,
enhance, restore and re-create
targeted landscapes, their
wildlife habitats and historical
features, and to improve
opportunities for public access’.
The parish council has indicated
that this is an important area for
wildlife and for the community to
access green space. Meets the
tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Vineyard

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

LGS71

Ruddery Pit.

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS70

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
For an area to be considered as
LGS it must be in reasonably
close proximity to the community
it serves. This site although
within the parish is at some
distance from the main village in
open countryside. It is therefore
not an appropriate site for LGS
designation. Does not meet the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
For an area to be considered as
LGS it must be in reasonably
close proximity to the community
it serves. This site although
within the parish is at some
distance from the main village in
open countryside. It is therefore
not an appropriate site for LGS
designation. Does not meet the
tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Green in
Cannons Close

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

LGS73

Land between
Swan Lane and
Pound green

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS72

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
This site is made up of areas of
grass verge adjacent to the road
which the Council would not
consider appropriate for
designating as LGS. There is a
mature tree within the green
space at the end of the close
which provides a focal point
enhancing the setting of the
nearby housing. There is no
seating within these spaces or
space for recreational use.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This is an area of pasture on the
western edge of the village with
a public footpath running along
the northern boundary. It is
within the Conservation Area
and provides a countryside
setting for adjoining houses –
some of which are listed
buildings. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS74

Site Location

Town Farm
Meadow at the
junction of Church
Street and High
Street

Village

Guilden Morden

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Submitted by Parish Council.
Important countryside frontage
protecting views across this site
along north and western
boundary. This is an arable field
on the southern edge of the
village. Views across the site
towards the wider countryside
but through a well-established
hedge along the northern part of
the site. This brings countryside
into the centre of the village.
The important countryside
frontages are to be retained in
the local plan and therefore the
views across the site from the
village will be protected keeping
the land open and free from
development.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

Not to include in
local plan as LGS
because the
existing policy for
important
countryside
frontages will keep
the land free from
development.
These frontages in
Guilden Morden are
to be retained in the
local plan.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Fox Corner

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

LGS76

The field which
lies behind the
cemetery in New
Road

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS75

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
This site consists of green
spaces within a housing estate
with bays for car parking. A
limited number of trees are
planted within the area. Given
the proximity of the parking bays
it would not seem to be an area
appropriate for informal
recreation and not a space for
tranquil views of the wider
village. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Field on the northern edge of the
village without any distinguishing
characteristics to merit it being
identified as a LGS apart from
its wildlife value. Does not meet
the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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LGS78

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS77

Pound Green

Little Green

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

Site Location

Village

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
The site is a corner plot beside
the road consisting of a mixture
of mature trees without any
particular distinguishing
characteristics. There are no
houses nearby. The parish
council has indicated that this is
where the village originally
started so there is historic
interest. It does not appear to
have any distinguishing visible
features to merit its designation
as a LGS Does not meet the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This is a triangle of grassland
with trees planted within it and a
seat. It provides a tranquil area
within the village and has
historic interest being once the
village green. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Field on right of
village at end of
High Street
junction with
Ashwell Road

Guilden Morden

Guilden Morden

Hardwick

LGS80

LGS81

Play area
adjacent to the
Church

Thompsons
Meadow public
open space

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS79

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of informal open space,
described by Parish Council as
play area. Part of the setting of
the church and wider
Conservation Area. Meets the
tests for LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council. A
field on the southern edge of the
village. There are no public
rights of way across the site. It
does not appear to have any
distinguishing characteristics to
merit it being identified as a LGS
other than it is used for informal
recreation by the local
community. Does not meet the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of informal open space
within housing development.
Grassland with some planted
trees. Meets the tests for LGS.

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Haslingfield

Harston

LGS83

G37

Recreation
ground in
Egremont Road

Hardwick

Recreation
Ground

Recreation
ground and
orchard

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS82

This site is the recreation ground
for the village which is located on
the eastern edge of Haslingfield
outside of the village framework.
The site is within the Green Belt. It
has a recreational value to the
community. The Parish Council is
creating a wild area on the site to
improve biodiversity.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
The recreation ground is part of
a wider PVAA within Hardwick.
This area provides valuable
playing fields and green space
for the village. Meets the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Eastern and northern part of site
is within Green Belt and rest is
white land outside village
framework. Both the orchard
and recreation ground provide a
valuable recreational use for the
village. They are both well used
by the local community.
Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Parts of site outside
the Green Belt
meets the tests for
LGS. Those parts
within Green Belt
should not be
designated as LGS
and not included in
local plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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PVAA
05

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PC19

Wellhouse
Meadow

Byron’s Pool

Haslingfield

Haslingfield

Site Location

Village

This site is a Local Nature Reserve.
It is some distance from the nearest
village and therefore not close to
the local community. It has wildlife
value which is of interest to the
wider district community rather than
a local one.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
This is an area of open space
within the centre of Haslingfield
which is already within a PVAA.
The Parish Council has planted an
orchard with local varieties of fruit
trees. A wildflower meadow is being
established close to the orchard.
The site is valued by the local
community.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Additionally within
Green Belt
therefore would not
be designate as
LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Within Green Belt therefore
would not be designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
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Hauxton

Histon and
Impington

LGS204

Hauxton

LGS85

LGS86

Willow Way
recreation ground

Hauxton

Area by Histon
and Impington
Stop on the
Guided Busway

Church Meadows

Village allotments
to north of High
Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS84

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Wooded area beside the guided
busway valued by the local
community. Within ‘Station area’
consulted upon in 2013
consultation Existing PVAA.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Informal play area adjacent to
housing so has value to the local
community for recreation.
Outside village framework so not
appropriate for it to be
designated as PVAA.
Grassland surrounded by
mature trees and on the edge of
the village – beyond the trees is
wide open farmland. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan.
Meets the tests for
LGS – include in
the local plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G38

Site Location

Village green –
opposite the
church

Village

Ickleton

Council
Recommendation
2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2012

This is a triangle of grassland with
some trees and the village war
memorial on it. The parish church
overlooks the green from the north
of the site. It provides a tranquil
location for the memorial and has
historical value for the local
community.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
N/A

Site Location

Part of Back Lane

Village

Ickleton

The site is on the edge of Ickleton
and is a public footpath to the
recreation ground and wider
countryside. It provides access to
the rear of some properties in
Abbey Street. It does not have an
amenity value other than providing
access to the recreation ground.
Would not be a location to enjoy
tranquillity within the village or have
recreational value. It does not
therefore meet the criteria for being
designated as a PVAA. The
respondent has indicated that Back
Lane is a public footpath/ bridleway
similar to a green lane and provides
a safe route for children, adults and
dog walkers to the recreation
ground, village hall and village shop
and, in the opposite direction, to
Coploe Hill and a popular walk into
open countryside. The path goes
back to at least medieval times and
is highly valued by villagers.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013

Not to include in
local plan as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
N/A
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS87

Site Location

Drivers Meadow

Village

Ickleton

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Important countryside frontages
protect the views across the site
from the north and part of the
western boundary. Pastureland
located close to the centre of the
village providing good views
inwards towards the church and
outwards to the river valued by
the local community. Field is
within the Conservation Area
and is surrounded by wellestablished hedgerows and
mature trees. This is likely to
have high value for wildlife. It
provides a tranquil area within
the village. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Village Green

Kingston

Kingston

LGS89

Field Road Green

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS88

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Large area of
grassland located on either side
of the road called The Green
with trees set back from the
road. Has seating for tranquil
enjoyment of the green space. Is
within the Conservation Area.
Large enough to be used for
informal recreation. It has
historic interest being part of a
once larger village green. Meets
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Large area of
grassland with scattered trees
providing a setting for nearby
properties one of which is a
grade ii listed building. The
green is much used by the local
community and valued as a
meeting place in the centre of
the village. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Village orchard

Kingston

Kingston

Linton

LGS91

LGS92

Recreation
Ground

Playground

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS90

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grassy area with
fruit trees within it with wellestablished hedge around it
providing a tranquil area and is
likely to have high wildlife value.
This orchard is valued by the
local community and used for
community events. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Play area on southern edge of
village – only one in village. Well
used for recreational uses by
local community and for
enjoying tranquil moments in
countryside. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
The recreation ground is a
valuable asset for the local
community for formal recreation.
Currently the eastern part of this
area is identified as PVAA
because it is within the village
framework. The western section
now being proposed is a valued
asset for the community.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

The whole of the
recreation ground
including the
current PVAA
meets the tests for
LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Linton

LGS95

Linton Village
College playing
fields

Glebe Land

Village Green
(Camping Close)

Linton

Linton

Site Location

Village

LGS94

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS93

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of grassland with mature
trees along the edge that is
adjacent to the grade I listed
church and north of the river.
This green space allows for
views of the church and the
village beyond and enhances
the rural setting of Linton. As the
village green it has value for the
local community as a beautiful
area near the church and river.
Boundary to be amended to
include the whole of the village
green up to the river. Whole site
meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This area is by the river and
used by the local community for
informal recreation. It is a
tranquil area for quiet enjoyment
of the river. This land forms part
of a much larger PVAA. Meets
the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Playing fields of village college.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan.

Playing field
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS. Boundary
to be amended.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Flemings Field opposite side of
the river to Pocket
Park

Linton

Linton

LGS97

Grip Meadows

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS96
Submitted by Parish Council.
Extensive area of meadowland
north of the river consisting of
rough grassland with scattered
trees. Mature trees along the
northern boundary of the site
which is adjacent to housing
estate. There are no public
footpaths near the site.
LGS is not intended to protect
extensive tracts of land. It has
no distinguishing features and
therefore this does not meet the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
The site is an arable field with
public rights of way crossing it
and following the eastern
boundary. Adjacent to the south
side of the river and on the
opposite bank to the village
green. It does not have any
distinguishing features to merit it
being LGS.
LGS is not intended to protect
extensive tracts of land and
therefore this does not meet the
tests for LGS.

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

Not to include in
local plan as LGS

Not to include in
local plan as LGS

Council
Recommendation
2013
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G40

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G39

St Peter's Hill

Village Green

Litlington

Litlington

Site Location

Village

This is a large triangle of green
space with trees and seating with
views out over open countryside to
the south. This view is protected by
an important countryside frontage.
It is a place for informal recreation
and having a quiet place to sit and
look at the countryside. The site is
within the village framework. Middle
Street separates this site from an
existing large PVAA within the
village.
Site does meet test for both PVAA
and LGS.
This is an area of green within the
centre of the village with some
trees. It has a telephone box and a
listed building which was formerly
the village lockup so has historical
interest to the local community.
Site does meet test for both PVAA
and LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

No representations

No representations

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
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Recreation
Ground

Litlington

Little Abington

G42

Scout Campsite,
Church Lane

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G41
Located outside of the village
framework south of South Street.
There is an important countryside
frontage along the northern side of
the site protecting the views looking
south over the recreation area. As a
recreation area this has value to the
local community.
Site meets test for only LGS.
This site is to the south of Little
Abington. There is a scout hut and
extensive open land – a mix of
grassland and trees stretching
southwards to the River Granta.
The site is private but used by local
scouts so has an amenity value for
the village. The wooded character
of the site by the river provides a
tranquil beauty spot with wildlife
value for the local community.
The vast majority of the site is
outside of the village framework
and therefore could not be
considered as a PVAA.
The site had been put forward as a
potential site for housing during the
‘Issues and Options 1’ consultation.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

No representations

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Site meets tests for LGS. The
boundary to be revised from that
in Issues and Options 2
consultation to remove the part
of the site with planning
permission for bungalows.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
G43

Site Location

Bowling Green,
High Street

Village

Little Abington

The bowling green is located
outside of the village framework
and therefore cannot be considered
as a PVAA. It has a recreational
value for the local community.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
PVAA
06

Site Location

Meadow,
surrounded by
residential
development and
Bancroft Farm.

Village

Little Abington

Council
Recommendation
2013

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation
N/A

Council Assessment 2012

The site was submitted during the
Call for Sites for the SHLAA (Sites
28 and 29). The site is within the
heart of the village and comprises
of a field and on its western side
are the former farm buildings which
were part of Bancroft Farm. To the
north, east and south the site is
enclosed by residential. When
assessed as a housing site it was
concluded that the site has no
development potential.
Development of this site would
have a significant adverse effect on
the townscape and landscape
setting of Little Abington because
the site has a distinctly rural
character and would result in the
loss of an open space within the
village. If the farm buildings were
removed the setting of Church Lane
would lose its intimate rural
backdrop. The identification of this
area as a PVAA protects this
undeveloped land and preserves
the special local character of Little
Abington. It continues to meet the
criteria needed to be retained as a
PVAA.
It meets the test for a LGS.
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Sites proposed for
changes to village
framework

Little Gransden

Little Shelford

LGS99

Camping Close
and Camping
Field

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS98
In identifying sites suitable for
LGS it is not intended to include
all the green spaces that exist
within a village. The NPPF
clearly states that not all open
space should be identified. For a
site to be designated it must be
demonstrably special to a local
community and should not be
seen as a means of preventing
suitable development within a
village. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Site is pastureland with
hedgerows surrounding it
including mature trees. It is
within the Conservation Area
providing setting to listed
properties that overlook the site.
It brings countryside into the
centre of the village enhancing
its setting creating a rural
character. It is part of a larger
PVAA that extends southwards.
Meets the tests for LGS.

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Triangle field
between
Whittlesford Road
and High Street

Little Shelford

Little Shelford

Little Shelford

Little Wilbraham

LGS101

LGS102

LGS103

Recreation
Ground

Water Meadows

Hermitage

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS100

N/A

N/A

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council.
Majority of site within the Green
Belt. The site is valued for its
recreational uses by the local
community. Allotment area
appears to be on part of site
adjacent to the housing which is
not in the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Council Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan.
Part of site outside
Green Belt meets
tests for LGS.
Part of site within
Green Belt should
not be designated
as LGS and not
included in local
plan

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Pits

Little Wilbraham

Little Wilbraham

Lolworth

LGS105

LGS106

Allotment gardens
to south of village

Church Green

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx
LGSxx
PVAAxx
LGS104

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Northern part of the site is within
PVAA. Remainder of site is
outside village framework so
would not have met test for
PVAA. The northern section
within the village framework is a
mowed grass area lined by
trees. The site has historic
interest being part of an area
called Town Acre. It has a
number of recreational uses
including a play area and
allotments. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Within Green Belt therefore not
designate as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013
including results of 2013
consultation if site included in
this consultation

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site A Allotments, The
Moor

Melbourn

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS108

LGS109

Site B New
Recreation
Ground, Bowling
Green and
Millennium
Copse, The Moor
Site C - Old
Recreation
Ground, The
Moor

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS107

Submitted by Parish Council.
Area used for allotments so has
recreational value for the local
community. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Recreational area with children’s
play space, playing fields,
bowling green and the
millennium copse. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of grassland edged with
trees that is used as informal
playspace. Valued by local
community. Meets the tests for
LGS.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

During the 2013 consultation a number of sites were proposed for LGS – these are referenced as follows –
LGSxx

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Sites included in the Issues and Options 2 Consultation 2013 are referenced as follows
Option Gxx – These sites met the tests for LGS
Option PCxx – These sites did not meet the tests for LGS but were proposed by Parish Councils and therefore consulted upon.
PVAAxx – These sites are already designated PVAA and have been proposed for LGS.

Results of the assessment of all sites proposed as Local Green Spaces

ANNEX A – Appendix 5 - Table 3 - Local Green Space areas assessed for inclusion in the local plan - Villages M – Z
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Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS111

LGS112

Site D Recreational
Green,
Armingford
Cresent

Melbourn

Site F
Recreational
Green and wood,
Worcester Way

Site E
Recreational
Green x 2, Russet
Way

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS110
Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of grassland in the middle
of a circle of houses with
scattered mature trees across it.
Important area of informal open
space providing a green space
within a built up area. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Two areas of grassland within a
housing area. Mown grass with
scattered mature trees upon
them. Important area of informal
open space providing a green
space within a built up area.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Landscaped edge to village with
maturing trees and grassland
including picnic area. Informal
recreation area of value to the
local community. Meets the
tests for LGS.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site G
The Cross, High
Street

Melbourn

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS114

LGS115

Site I Recreational
Green, Clear
Crescent

Site H Stockbridge
Meadows,
Dolphin Lane

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS113
Submitted by Parish Council.
This is a triangular area of grass
upon which is located a stone
cross which is the village war
memorial. The village sign is
also on this land. It is located
south of the grade ll* listed
church and provides a setting for
this building. There are seats on
the grass for quiet enjoyment of
the village. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This area is one that South
Cambs DC included in its
Biodiversity Strategy as being
an open space of local
importance. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Informal area for recreation.
Seats available for quiet
enjoyment of the area.
Grassland with scattered trees.
Boundary to be amended to
include the whole of the grassy
area.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Boundary to be
amended.
Whole site meets
the tests for LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Melbourn

LGS118

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS117

LGS119

Site J - Play Park,
Clear Crescent

Melbourn

Site M Recreational
Green,
Greengage Rise

Site L Recreational
Green,
Beechwood
Avenue

Site K Recreational
Green, Elm Way

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS116

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Formal play space within grassy
area. Important area of informal
open space providing a green
space within a built up area.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of grassland with a mix of
bushes and small trees.
Important area of informal open
space providing a green space
within a built up area. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Area of fenced in grassland with
some trees around the edge.
Important area of informal open
space providing a green space
within a built up area. Meets the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Circular area of grassland in the
middle of a housing area. No
trees or shrubs. It is used for
informal open space and
therefore has value for the local
community. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site N Recreational
Green, Chalkhill
Barrow

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS121

Site O - Wood
area running
parallel with
London Way and
Royston Road

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS120

Council Assessment 2013

Submitted by Parish Council.
Area adjacent to new housing
which has been landscaped with
grass and maturing trees. It
provides an important green
space in this area valued by the
local community. Meet the
tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Belt of thick mature woodland
following roadway. Creates a
rural approach into the village.
According to the NPPF LGS is
not appropriate on extensive
tracts of land and this site
together with LGS 131 and
LGS114 forms an extensive
area on the western side of
Melbourn. In assessing these
sites the Council does not
consider it appropriate to identify
all as LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

N/A

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 1 - Land
alongside the
Allotments, The
Moor

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS123

Site 2 - Land
alongside the
Allotments, The
Moor

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS122

Council Assessment 2013

Submitted by Parish Council.
Heavily wooded area of land
adjacent to the allotments on the
northern edge of the village. It
does not appear to have any
distinguishing features that
would merit designation as a
LGS. There would appear to be
no public access to the site.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This is a scrubby area of
grassland with no distinguishing
features that would merit it being
designated as a LGS. Does not
have recreational value, could
have limited wildlife but has no
public right of way so not
accessible by public. A few
mature trees but poor hedgerow
surrounds the field. Does not
meet the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

N/A

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 3 - Wooded
area, The Moor

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS125

Site 4 - Playing
Field, Melbourn
Village College,
The Moor

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS124

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Heavily wooded area behind
properties in The Moor with no
distinguishing features that
would merit it being designated
as a LGS. Does not have
recreational value, could have
limited wildlife but has no public
right of way so not accessible by
public. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Playing fields of village college.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.

Playing field
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Melbourn

LGS128

Site 7 - Land
between
Worcester Way
and Armingford
Crescent

Site 6 - Playing
Field, Melbourn
Village College,
The Moor

Site 5 - Open
Field, Station
Road

Melbourn

Melbourn

Site Location

Village

LGS127

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS126

Council Assessment 2013

Submitted by Parish Council.
Triangle of grassland on western
edge of village north of Station
Road. Does not have any
particular features that would
merit it being designated as a
LGS. It is part of the wider
countryside around the village
and does not have a particular
character. The field is open to
the road and separated from the
playing fields of the village
college by a tall hedgerow. A
grade ll listed property – Sheene
Mill Farm overlooks the site.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Playing fields of village college.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Wooded edge to village behind
houses in Armingford Crescent.
Links to informal recreation area
by Worcester Way. Creates a
treed edge to the village. Meets
the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

N/A

N/A

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Playing field
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 8 - Primary
School Fields,
Mortlock Street

Melbourn

Melbourn

LGS130

Site 9 - Wooded
area to the rear of
Stockbridge
Meadows

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS129

Council Assessment 2013

Submitted by Parish Council.
Playing fields of primary school.
Existing PVAA

Submitted by Parish Council.
Meadow and woodland between
the edge of the village and the
A10. Runs west of the River
Mel. Views from the A10 are
obscured by trees and no sign of
the built form of the village.
There are no public rights of way
across the site. There appear to
be no distinguishing features to
merit its designation as LGS.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

N/A

N/A

Not include in local
plan as LGS.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Playing field
therefore not
designate as LGS.
Retain as PVAA

Council
Recommendation
2013
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LGS132

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS131

Site 11 - Land off
Victoria Way

Site 10 - The Bury

Melbourn

Melbourn

Site Location

Village

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Meadows with scattered trees –
mature treed hedgerow following
southern roadside boundary.
Field that is part of the wider
countryside and does not
appear to have any
distinguishing features that
would merit its designation as a
LGS.
According to the NPPF LGS is
not appropriate on extensive
tracts of land and this site
together with LGS 121 and
LGS114 forms an extensive
area on the western side of
Melbourn. In assessing these
sites the Council does not
consider it appropriate to identify
all as LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Field on edge of village with no
particular features to merit the
designation as a LGS. Not
accessible by public footpath.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not to include in
local plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site 12 - Old
Orchard off New
Road

Melbourn

Melbourn

Meldreth

Meldreth

LGS134

LGS135

LGS136

Land behind the
Jephson's
development
along Whitecroft

Recreation
ground

Site 13 - Orchard
off New Road

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS133
Submitted by Parish Council.
Field on edge of village with no
particular features to merit the
designation as a LGS. Not
accessible by public footpath.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Field on edge of village with no
particular features to merit the
designation as a LGS. Not
accessible by public footpath.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Part of slightly larger PVAA.
Valuable recreational resource
for the village. Well used by
local community for formal play.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Field that is part of the wider
countryside and does not
appear to have any
distinguishing features that
would merit its designation as a
LGS. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Meldreth

LGS139

Meldreth

Meldreth

LGS138

LGS140

Melwood

Meldreth

The grass verge
at Bell Close/High
Street

Flambards Green

Melmeadow

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS137

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
This site is likely to come
forward as an extension to the
Local Nature Reserve (see LGS
137).
Submitted by Parish Council.
Large area of grassland with
scattered trees within a housing
area. Provides a valuable space
for informal play and quiet
enjoyment.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
This is a thin strip of grassland
with a few small trees scattered.
This appears not to be a tranquil
location being at a road junction.
It seems to be more of a grass
verge relating to the road and
the Council does not consider it
appropriate to designate
roadside verges. Does not meet
the tests for LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as Local Nature
Reserve.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
Local Nature
Reserve.
Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Field opposite
Tesco beside
Jane Coston
Bridge

Milton

Milton

Milton

N/A

N/A

Spinney running
perpendicular to
Fen Road to the
North.

Long strip beside
Fen Road, Milton
on the left
including trees
and grazing.

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PC20

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

N/A

N/A

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate.

Support: 1
Object: 2
Comment: 0

Triangle of land on the edge of
Milton adjacent to the A14. Land is
within Green Belt. It is outside of
the village framework. It is not close
to the community to which it serves
being beyond the industrial park
area and Tesco supermarket.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
This is a strip of woodland and
farmland following the north side of
Fen Road. There is no public
access to the land. It creates a rural
character to this side of Milton but it
does not appear to have any
distinguishing features for it to be
identified as LGS.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
This is a well-established belt of
trees running northwards from Fen
Road. It is not accessible to the
public. It creates a rural character
to this side of Milton but it does not
appear to have any distinguishing
features for it to be identified as
LGS.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
Within Green Belt

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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LGS142

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS141

Chapel Orchard,
by the Methodist
Chapel on the
west side of Town
Green Road

The green
separation
between
Oakington and
Northstowe

Oakington and
Weswick

Orwell

Site Location

Village

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council and
another. Proposed green buffer
identified on the Framework
Master Plan.

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council.
Grassed area on the road
frontage with bench. Orchard /
treed area extending behind
adjacent buildings. Part of the
setting of the grade II listed
buildings on Town Green Road
and helps maintain rural
character of the village.

When the function of this area of
land is more clearly defined as
the planning of Northstowe
progresses the Council will
consider whether it is
appropriate to identify part of
this land as LGS. It is currently
premature for an assessment to
be carried out.

LGS is not intended to act as
green separation between
settlements. Extensive tract of
land. Does not meet the tests
for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Allotments on the
north side of
Fisher's Lane

Orwell

Orwell

Orwell

LGS144

LGS145

Chapel Orchard
Allotments
including
projected
southerly
allotment
extension
Clunch Pit car
park and it's
access from High
Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS143

N/A

Does not meet the test for LGS.

Although recognising the
importance for access this does
not meet the test for designating
an area as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Access road and car park for the
Clunch Pit SSSI It is the only
vehicular access to the pit, and
so is necessary for the
maintenance of the pit and for
holding events there. The
argument of the Parish Council
is that if it was lost, for whatever
reason, it would prevent the use
and maintenance of the pit

Submitted by Parish Council.
Long established allotments
according to the Parish Council.
They provides a valuable
recreation use for the village.
Meets the test for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Allotments including a new
extension. They provides a
valuable recreation use for the
village. Meets the test for LGS.

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Orwell

LGS148

Orwell

Orwell

LGS147

LGS149

Clunch Pit

Orwell

Recreation
Ground and
projected
extension to west

Glebe Field

Victoria Woods

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS146

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Sloping field that is part of the
setting of the grade I listed
church, grade II listed buildings
on the High Street and the
Conservation Area. A public
footpath crosses the site.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Recreation ground with sports
pitches, pavilion, car park, and
children’s play equipment.
Proposed extension is part of
large arable field on the edge of
the village. Amend boundary to
exclude proposed extension.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as Historic Parks &
Gardens.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as SSSI.

Council Assessment 2013

Proposed extension
does not meet the
tests for LGS.

Only existing
recreation ground
meets the tests for
LGS.

Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
SSSI.
Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
Historic Parks &
Gardens.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G44

Site Location

Station Road/Turn
Lane

Village

Over

The site is within the village
framework and was previously
identified as a PVAA. The Parish
Council are requesting that it be
reinstated as a PVAA. The views
across the site towards the listed
church would be protected if the
site were to be designated as a
PVAA or LGS.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Support: 0
Object: 7
Comment: 0

Planning Appeal inspector
(2013) considered that this site
forms part of the setting of the
Grade l church and
Conservation Area therefore reaffirms that it meets the tests for
LGS.

Objection from landowners.
This site does not contribute to
amenity and character of this
part of village. As it stands it is
of no value to village –
overgrown. Development of site
best option for village to provide
for affordable housing.

Objection to land being
considered as PVAA. No public
access to site and no views of
church. Does not meet criteria
for PVAA or LGS. Agreed by
Inspector of Site Specific DPD in
Sept 2009 (Rep 50810).

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
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PVAA
07

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G45

Land to rear of
The Lanes

Willingham
Road/west of Mill
Road

Over

Over

Site Location

Village

The site is a green space
surrounded to north, east and south
by residential. It provides an
amenity for this part of Over. The
identification of this area as a PVAA
protects this undeveloped land and
preserves the special local
character of this part of Over. It
continues to meet the criteria
needed to be retained as a PVAA.
It meets the test for a LGS.

Agricultural land, with no
distinguishing features to merit it
being identified as LGS. Does
not meet the tests for LGS.
N/A

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Support: 1
Object: 1
Comment: 1

This site is outside of the village
framework and therefore cannot be
considered as a PVAA. The site is
a field on the edge of Over with
open countryside to the east across
Mill Road and housing to the west
and south and beyond Willingham
Road to the north. The field is a
pocket of undeveloped land.
Site meets test for only LGS.
Objection to designation from
Bloor Homes Eastern since land
only agricultural field with no
value – does not meet criteria.
Deliverable for housing since in
one ownership.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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The Spinney
adjacent to 81
Brewery Road.

Pampisford

Papworth Everard

Papworth Everard

G47

G48

Jubilee Green

Wood behind
Pendragon Hill

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G46

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

No representations

No representations

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Support: 1
Object: 2
Comment: 0

This area of woodland is outside of
the village framework and therefore
cannot be considered as a PVAA. It
is within the Green Belt and there is
an existing important countryside
frontage looking southwards from
Brewery Road over the site. This
stretch of road has a rural character
and the woodland is well
established and enclosed. It
creates a distinctive entrance to the
west side of the village. It has value
for wildlife. It appears to be private
with no access from public
footpaths.
Site meets test for LGS.
Well established woodland area
surrounded by housing which would
have wildlife value. It is within the
village framework. Appears to be
an enclosed site. It brings local
character to this part of Papworth.
Site does meet test for either PVAA
or LGS.
This is a grassy area within the
centre of Papworth with some trees
along the edge. It has value to local
community as being a green space
in the centre of the village.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.
Within Green Belt

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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Papworth Everard

Papworth Everard

G50

G51

Baron’s Way
Wood

Papworth Everard

Meadow at west
end of Church
Lane

Rectory Woods

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G49
A long strip of woodland following
behind properties in Baron’s Way.
It has wildlife value. It adds to the
rural character of the village. The
entire site is within the village
framework.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.
An area of woodland part within
and part outside of the village
framework on the eastern edge of
the village west of Chequers Lane
and south of Old Pinewood Way.
The woodland adjoins the Baron’s
Way Wood and has wildlife value
and is part of a larger expanse of
woodland to the south. There is
public access and provides a
tranquil location on the edge of
residential areas.
Site meets test for only LGS.
This is grassland outside of the
village framework. St Peter’s
Church is to the south overlooking
this area but screened by trees.
This has value to local community.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Include in local plan
as LGS.

No representations

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

No representations

No representations

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
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PVAA
08

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PC21

Papworth Hall /
Papworth hospital
grounds, South
Park and woods
at South Park

Summer’s Hills
open space

Papworth Everard

Papworth Everard

Site Location

Village

This area is already within a PVAA.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.

Open space sloping up from
bypass on the western side of
village adjacent to the new housing
development of Summer’s Hill. This
is an extensive area of open space
outside of the village framework.
The guidance in the NPPF does not
support the identification of
extensive areas of open space as
LGS.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

It is not appropriate to identify
the whole area as LGS but
within the housing development
there are pockets of green
space and recreation areas that
would be appropriate to include.
Northern entrance green;
kickabout area, pond and play
spaces and other greens.
N/A

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Include pockets of
green space and
recreation areas:
Northern entrance
green; kickabout
area, pond and
play spaces and
other greens in
local plan as LGS.

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0
Papworth Everard Parish
Council Planning Committee has
stated that this area is an
integral part of development of
365 dwellings, makes it more
sustainable, well related to
village and new development,
valuable recreation area for
village and new development.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
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Rampton

Sawston

LGS150

G52

Challis Garden,
Mill Lane

Giants Hill

Village playing
fields and wood at
Wood Lane

Pendragon
Primary School
Playing fields

Papworth Everard

Papworth Everard

Site Location

Village

PVAA
09

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A

The site is an area of private
woodland adjacent to the recreation
ground within Sawston. Outside of
the Conservation Area. There is a
dense cover of trees which is likely
to have a high wildlife value. The
site is enclosed but creates an
important area of green within the
village giving a wooded edge to the
recreation ground.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.

Support: 44
Object: 0
Comment: 7

Submitted by Parish Council.
Designated as Scheduled
Monument.

N/A

Existing PVAA.
Playing fields not to
be designated as
LGS.

N/A

These are the playing fields
associated with the primary school
and are already within a PVAA. The
area has a recreational value to the
local community.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
This area is already within a PVAA
and as playing fields has a
recreational value to the local
community. The woodland will have
wildlife value.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
N/A

Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
Scheduled
Monument.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Retain as PVAA in
local plan
Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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Spike Playing
Field – open
space at the end
of South Terrace

Sawston

Sawston

N/A

Bellbird School
Playing Field

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G53

The site meets the test for LGS.

These are playing fields associated
with the local primary school and as
such offer recreational value to the
local community. The site is already
a PVAA.

Meets the tests for LGS.
Playing fields are not being
included as LGS

Lots of support, including from
Sawston Parish Council. This
area, once used as a playing
field, forms an important green
space for residents at the
southern end of Sawston.

Does not meet the
test for LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Support: 40
Object: 3
Comment: 7
Objection from trustees as
landowners, who would like to
rent the site to generate income
and site has limited access for
the public.

This is an area of green space on
the southern edge of Sawston
outside of the village framework.
The site is surrounded by wellestablished hedges and has
housing to the north and east; and
commercial uses to the south. It
provides a pocket of green open
space between urban uses. It has
value for the local community for
informal recreation.
Site meets test for only LGS
Objections to designation
because it is removed from the
village and is only used by dog
walkers.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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Same as LGS
157

LGS151

PVAA
11

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PVAA10

Sawston

Butlers Green

Millennium Copse

The Spike

Sawston

Sawston

Site Location

Village

This is an area of allotments which
have an amenity value to the local
community. Site is already within a
PVAA.
The site meets the test for LGS.
Strip of green space north of
Tannery Road. There are a number
of young trees growing on the site –
planted for millennium. As the
trees grow there will be increased
biodiversity value for the local
community. The site appears to be
enclosed behind hedges. This is
already within a PVAA.
The site meets the test for LGS.
N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

N/A

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Existing PVAA. As
it meets the test for
LGS it can be
included in the local
plan as LGS.

N/A

Informal grass area surrounded
by tall hedgerow/trees, with
public access from Mill Lane.
Part of the setting of the
Conservation Area and provides
a tranquil area or informal
recreation use for the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
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Mill Lane
Recreation
Ground – logical
to extend to cover
G52

Sawston

Sawston

LGS153

Spicers Sports
Field

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS152

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council and
another. Existing PVAA. Grass
recreational area, pavilion and
children’s play area. Part of the
setting of the Conservation Area
and provides a recreational use
for the village and enhances the
setting of the Conservation
Area.
Option G52 meets the test for
LGS and was consulted on in
2013.
Submitted by Parish Council and
another. Existing PVAA. Grass
recreational area and bowling
green. Provides a recreational
use for the village. Submitted
and assessed in 2012. Meets
the tests for LGS.

The site is the recreational ground
for the village and as such has
recreational value for the local
community. It is already a PVAA.
The respondent has stated that the
land is under the control of the
parish council and not at any risk,
but the principle is supported for
LGS.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
This is an area of playing fields
adjacent to Sawston Community
College and as such has
recreational value for the local
community. They are already
identified as PVAA. The respondent
has stated that the land is under the
control of the parish council and not
at any risk, but the principle is
supported for LGS.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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LGS155 /
PVAA10

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS154

Orchard Park,
Tannery Road

Lynton Way
Recreation
Ground:

Sawston

Sawston

Site Location

Village

Council
Recommendation
2013
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Submitted by Parish Council and
another. Existing PVAA. Grass
recreational area with children’s
play area, with housing on three
sides. Provides a recreational
use for the village. Submitted
and assessed in 2012.
Meets the tests for LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council and
another. Existing PVAA.
Landscaped parkland and
children’s play area. Provides a
recreational use for the village.
Submitted and assessed in
2012. Meets the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

These are playing fields within the
village of Sawston and as such
offer recreational value to the local
community. They are already
identified as PVAA. The respondent
has stated that the land is under the
control of the parish council and not
at any risk, but the principle is
supported for LGS.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
This is an extensive area of green
space within Sawston and is
adjacent to a large allotment area.
The whole site is already a PVAA.
It provides a variety of uses for the
local community- a large informal
open space with play equipment.
There are some trees scattered
over the site which will add to the
richness of the wildlife. Given its
size it can offer areas of tranquillity.
The respondent has stated that the
land is under the control of the
parish council and not at any risk,
but the principle is supported for
LGS.
The site is already within a PVAA
and meets the test for LGS.
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Green area in
front of the old
John Faulknes
School

Sawston

LGS157

Sawston

Stapleford

LGS158

LGS159

Land east of Bar
Lane, Stapleford
and west of the
access road to
Green Hedge
Farm

Copse

Deal Grove

Sawston

Same as
Butlers Green
151

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS156

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Grass recreational area with
children’s play area, surrounded
by housing. Provides a
recreational use for the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Informal grass area surrounded
by tall hedgerow/trees, with
public access from Mill Lane.
Part of the setting of the
Conservation Area and provides
a tranquil area or informal
recreation use for the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Within the Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Ransom
Strip, Craft Way

Steeple Morden

Steeple Morden

G55

The Recreation
Ground, Hay
Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G54
This site is located outside of the
village framework and therefore
cannot be considered as a PVAA. It
is a field with well-established area
of trees at the western end of the
site. This section of the site is within
the Steeple Morden Conservation
Area. There appears not to be
public access to the site. To the
south of the site are residential
houses in Craft Way. A grade II
listed building overlooks the site to
the west.
Site does meet test for LGS.
This site is located outside of the
village framework and therefore
cannot be considered as a PVAA.
The site is the local recreation
ground consisting of grass playing
fields with trees around the edge. It
has recreational value for the local
community. Two listed properties
on the east side of Hay Street
overlook the site.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0
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The Cowslip
Meadow

Steeple Morden

Steeple Morden

G57

Whiteponds
Wood

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G56
This site is located outside of the
village framework and therefore
cannot be considered as a PVAA. It
is a field to the west of the
recreation ground which is rough
grassland. Its name implies it has
cowslips upon in so would have
biodiversity value. Place of beauty
at cowslip time. Of local importance
to the community.
Site meets test for only LGS.
This woodland is in the ownership
with the Woodland Trust. Public
footpaths from the village lead to
the wood making it accessible to
the local community. Beyond village
framework west of the Recreation
Ground and Cowslip Meadow. The
site has wildlife interest offering a
tranquil location outside of the
village.
Site meets test for only LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0
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Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
PC22

Site Location

Tween Town
Wood

Village

Steeple Morden

This wood is in the ownership with
the Woodland Trust and is located
to the north of the village well
outside village framework. There
are no public footpaths from the
village and it is not in the Council’s
judgement reasonably close to the
community it serves.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.

Council Assessment 2012

Council
Recommendation
2013
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Support: 0
Object: 1
Comment: 0
Steeple Morden Parish Council
objects to rejection of Tween
Town Wood as a LGS. Strongly
believe that wood should be
designated because
1.Village contributed to
purchase of woodland along
with Guilden Morden
2. Name means between towns
so not surprising it is not near
village. Well used by village
community
3. Site owned by Woodland
Trust and other wood has been
included as LGS.
This woodland is well used by
the local community as a
recreation space for informal
use. It is woodland that was
planted by the local community
to celebrate the millennium.
Meets the tests for LGS.
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Village Green

Thriplow

Thriplow

Thriplow

Thriplow

LGS161

LGS162

LGS163

Pegs Close

Recreation
Ground

Cricket Pitch

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS160

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grass area with
mature trees, seating, bus
shelter and the village sign.
Within the Conservation Area
and forms part of the setting of
Listed Buildings. Enhances
character of village and provides
a tranquil area.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grass area
surrounded by hedgerows, with
public access from Fowlmere
Road. Provides a recreational
use for the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grass area
surrounded by hedgerows, with
public access from Fowlmere
Road. Provides a recreational
use for the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Thriplow

LGS166

Thriplow

Thriplow

LGS165

LGS167

School Lane
Meadow & Orchid
Meadow

Thriplow

The View
Footpath

The Baulk
Footpath

School Lane
Meadow

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS164

N/A

N/A

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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The Spinney

Thriplow

Thriplow

Thriplow

Toft

LGS169

LGS170

G58

Land adjacent to
6 High Street

Dower House
Woodland Area

Open Land
Church Street

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS168

Area of land at junction of High
Street with Mill Lane and
Comberton Road forming a small
green with seating around a tree.
Accessible to the public. Site is
within the village framework and
could be considered as a PVAA.
Site meets test for PVAA and LGS.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Wooded area
within the Conservation Area
and protected by Tree
Preservation Order. Enhances
character of village and may
have biodiversity value.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Open grass area
within the Conservation Area
and forms part of the setting of
Listed Buildings, including
Grade II* Manor Farmhouse.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Wooded area
within the Conservation Area
and forms part of the setting of
Listed Buildings. Enhances
character of village and may
have biodiversity value.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Toft

Toft

LGS172

Toft

G60

LGS171

The Recreation
Ground

Toft

Allotments

Small green area
immediately to
west of G58

Home Meadow

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
G59

N/A

The site is outside of the village
framework and therefore cannot be
considered as a PVAA. It is an area
of grassland, the recreation ground
for Toft and therefore has a
recreational value for the village.
Site meets test for only LGS.
Located outside of the village
framework between School Lane
and Church Road, to the south
east. The site is within the Green
Belt. This large paddock has a
recreational value to the community
as public footpaths cross the site.
Site meets test for only LGS.
N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Support: 1
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Submitted by Parish Council.
Small area of land at junction of
High Street with Mill Lane and
Comberton Road forming a
small green. Accessible to the
public. Site is within the village
framework.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Allotments to north of Toft
provide a recreational use for
the village.
Meets the tests for LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Support: 2
Object: 0
Comment: 0

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013
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Wandlebury
Country Park

Wandlebury

Waterbeach

LGS173

Bannold Road –
area identified for
housing

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
N/A
Within Green Belt
so would not be
designated as LGS
in local plan.

N/A

Open agricultural fields on the
edge of Waterbeach that
separate the village from the
barracks. It is proposed that this
area of land be within a revised
Green Belt

The Country Park meets the wider
needs of the district rather than for
the local community in particular. It
would not therefore be appropriate
to identify this area as a LGS.
Site does not meet test for either
PVAA or LGS.
N/A

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Within Green Belt
so would not be
designated as LGS
in local plan.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

Council Assessment 2013

Council Assessment 2012
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LGS175

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS174

The Gault

Village Green

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

Site Location

Village

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Majority of the site is an existing
PVAA. Grassed area enclosed
by trees. Includes benches, the
village sign and is crossed by
footpaths. Used by community
for events and for informal
recreational uses. Open area
within the Conservation Area
that is part of the setting of the
listed buildings along Green
Side and helps create a less
urban character in this area of
the village where many buildings
are located immediately
adjacent to the road.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grassed area
with trees, benches and
children’s play equipment and is
crossed by footpaths. Used by
community for events and for
informal recreational uses. Open
area within the Conservation
Area that helps create a less
urban character in this area of
the village where many buildings
are located immediately
adjacent to the road. Meets the
tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Recreation
Ground

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

LGS177

LGS178

Old Pond Site

Millennium wood

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS176

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Grassed area with mature trees
and a bench. Adjacent to PVAA
which includes grade II listed
building and within Conservation
Area. Parish Council has
indicated the site has an
abundance of wildlife including
frogs and toads.
Meets the tests for LGS.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.
Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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LGS180

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS179

Barracks
Frontage

Back Stiles

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

Site Location

Village

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Western part of the site is within
the Green Belt. Area of grass
and scrub with public footpath
running along the northern
boundary. Western part of the
site includes trees. It does not
appear to have any
distinguishing features apart
from having views of the open
countryside to the north.
Western part of the site is
adjacent to allotments.
Does not meet the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Triangular grassy area with
trees at the entrance to
Waterbeach Barracks, which is
screened from Denny End Road
by a hedge.It is part of the green
setting of the entrance to the
barracks and has in the past had
an aircraft upon it. It is part of a
larger grassed area that forms
the entrance to Waterbeach
Barracks. Meets the tests for
LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Car Dyke

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

Waterbeach

LGS182

LGS183

Camlocks

Old Burial Ground

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS181

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Local Equipped Area of Play
within a new housing estate. It
is proposed that this area is
included within a revised Green
Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt and
designated as a Scheduled
Monument.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
Scheduled
Monument.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Waterbeach

Waterbeach

LGS185

LGS186

Coronation Close
/ Cambridge Road

Waterbeach

Town Holt

Abbey Ruins

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS184

N/A

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt.

Submitted by Parish Council.
Grassed area with trees and
post box at the entrance to
Coronation Close. Glimpses of
countryside beyond the houses
on the southern side of
Cambridge Road. Helps
maintain the rural character of
this area of the village which
borders open countryside. Could
be used for informal recreation.
Meets the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Within the Green Belt and
designated as a Scheduled
Monument.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.
Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Within Green Belt
therefore not
designate as LGS.

Not necessary to
designate as LGS
as already
designated as
Scheduled
Monument.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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School frontage

Waterbeach

Whaddon

LGS188

Recreation
Ground / play
area

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS187

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Grassed area
with a tree at the entrance to the
primary school, separated from
the High Street by a low fence
and hedge. Adjacent to PVAA
which includes grade II listed
building and within Conservation
Area. Helps create a less urban
character in this area of the
village where many buildings are
located immediately adjacent to
the road. Meets the tests for
LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Grassed recreation ground that
includes play equipment.
Partially screened from Church
Street by mature trees along this
boundary which is an Important
Countryside Frontage. Adjacent
to village hall. Meets the tests
for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Golf course /
driving range

Whaddon

Whaddon

LGS190

Whaddon Green

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS189

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Scheduled Monument on part of
the site. Driving range and golf
course screened by trees. Public
footpaths run across the site and
along the southern boundary.
Includes golf centre buildings
and wooded areas. Large tract
of land that together with
LGS190 forms an extensive
area of open space LGS is not
intended to protect extensive
tracts of land and therefore this
does not meet the tests for LGS.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Grassed area that forms part of
a green area between the two
built areas of the village. Helps
to retain the rural character of
the village. Public footpaths run
along the northern boundary and
across the site.
Large tract of land that together
with LGS189 forms an extensive
area of open space LGS is not
intended to protect extensive
tracts of land and therefore this
does not meet the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Not include in local
plan as LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013
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Newton Road
Play Area

Whittlesford

Whittlesford

LGS192

The Lawn

Site Location

Village

Site ref.
Gxx
PCxx LGSx
PVAAxx
LGS191

N/A

N/A

Council Assessment 2012

Submitted by Parish Council.
Rectangular grassed area
bordered by hedges used for
recreational purposes.
Remainder of site looks to
include back gardens. Boundary
to be amended so that site only
includes the rectangular grassed
area.
Submitted by Parish Council.
Existing PVAA. Large grassed
area with trees, benches, play
equipment and sports facilities.
Helps to maintain the rural
character of the village. Meets
the tests for LGS.

Council Assessment 2013

Include in local plan
as LGS.

Only rectangular
grassed area meets
the tests for LGS.
Remainder of site
does not meet the
tests for LGS.

Council
Recommendation
2013

